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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two options can you change when using Quick Display Mode?
A. Sample Query Results
B. Vertical Records Per Page
C. Limit Query Results
D. Horizontal Records Per Page
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
is the method that produces the largest, quickest depreciation

deductions is the one most often selected by closely held
businesses, since they are most eager to minimize reported
taxable income.
A. MACRS
B. Straight -line method
C. Declining balance method
D. Sum-of-years
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a VSP 9000 chassis, which command is used to see the
information on the installed software?
A. show software
B. show sys software
C. show sys installed
D. show sys boot
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:http://198.152.212.23/css/P8/documents/100178238(page
5, 16th bulleted point)
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